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Introduction (1/2)

Demand Module : 

energy demand by energy 
consuming sector and fuel

Power & Heat Supply 
Module

Biomass Module : 

updated prices of bioenergy

Balancing Module

Macroeconomic 
drivers, fuel prices

Sectoral modules iterate 
until market equilibrium is 
reached driven by energy 
prices.

Reporting 
Module

EST is a fully-fledged energy demand and supply model for single-country projections, developed in GAMS and

designed specifically for TURKEY.

Power & Heat Supply 
Module

Demand Module : 

energy demand by energy 
consuming sector and fuel



• Demand for energy commodities is not an end by itself, but a means for obtaining useful services, driven
by economic activity and living or working conditions:

• Useful Energy represents the transformation of the final energy into a useful form for the consumers (thermal
comfort, lighting, travelling, metal production, etc.)

• Demand for energy depends on the overall behaviour of the individual (utility maximisation under
revenue constraint) or the enterprise (profit maximisation under market constraints).

• The transformation of energy commodities into useful energy requires equipment (capital).

• Energy demand is related with investment decisions (multiple time periods, expectations) and technology choices
(technology dynamics, perception of technologies) at the end-consumer level.

• Short-term behaviour (with fixed capital vintage) and long-term behaviour (with possibility to change technology and
capital) differ.
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Useful energy 



Basic features



• EST Demand Module projects final energy that needs to be consumed by the industrial, residential,
tertiary (services & agriculture) and transport sectors in order to satisfy the sectors’ activity.

• Industry: activity in ktons of product and gross value added

• Transport: activity in passenger-km and tonne-km

• Households & Services: activity in useful energy

• Demand is modelled in terms of useful energy services, and in terms of final energy commodities,
ensuring energy balance between useful and final energy

Description (1/8)



Input

•Projections on activities-useful energy are inserted as input, based on macroeconomic 
drivers (income, GDP), using:
• econometric function inside the EST model 

• separate Excel file

• results from your own econometric models

Demand 
Module

•Technology equipment is employed and final energy demand, in the form of purchased 
fuels or self-produced energy forms, is calculated in order to meet the demand for 
activity/useful energy. 

•New investments are calculated depending on activity demand and existing capacity and 
based on cost minimization criteria. 

Output

•Final energy demand per fuel, end-use and sector

•CO2 emissions and energy savings

• Indicators (e.g. energy & carbon intensity)

•Costs (capital, fuel, non-fuel, emissions & taxation costs)

• Investment and investment expenditures
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Description (3/8)

➢ The model takes these main decisions:

1. investment on new equipment (in addition to the stock) for covering activity in every projection year 

2. operation/use of the capital (survived stock and new equipment)

3. use of fuel in the equipment

4. heat recovery on equipment vintages

➢ These decisions take into account both:

• the actual preferences of the agent(s) derived from the base year data (inertia - biases)

• the optimum choices based merely on cost criteria (economically rational choices)

with different weights.

➢ The model enables the user to influence the decisions/projections by:

• changing the aforementioned weights over time leading to optimal choices in the future

• inserting price- & cost-related as well as non-price policy instruments.



• Different profiles of decision makers (agents) lead to different choices in equipment investment and use

• Socioeconomic factors (income, education)

• Demographic factors (age, gender)

• Location segmentation (infrastructure availability)

• In EST, a representative decision-making agent is considered to operate for each energy demand sector,
except for certain sub-sectors (space-heating in households, private cars in transport) where five (5)
agents exist, classified by their income level.

• What is a representative agent?

• This implies that different decision makers act in such a way that the sum of their choices is mathematically
equivalent to the decision of one individual (typical household, typical consumer that determines his need for
transportation services), e.g.

• in industry, the representative agent determines the levels of activity (e.g. annual production of steel from industry)
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• Two (2) types of economic behaviours of the representative decision-making agents: 
the short term behavior and the long term behavior.

Long Term behavior Short Term behavior

➢ Focuses on actions with a long-term 

effect 

➢ Involves decision making related to the operation 

of existing equipment with fixed capital vintage 

➢ Takes into account annuity payments ➢ Does not take into account annuity payments 

➢ Determines the volume, technology 

type and fuel of investments needed 

➢ Defines the fuel mix used in operating equipment 
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Description (7/8)

• The model solves the short term (operation) and long term (investment) problems 
simultaneously and separately for each projection year. 

• no foresight in the decision of new investments. 

Long Term behaviour Short Term behaviour 

20
15

-2
0

70



Description (8/8)

• The model keeps track of stock of equipment by technology type (ORD, ORI, etc.) and vintage, by
dynamically applying rotating vintages

• previous year’s vintages become five years older in the next projection year

• all invested technologies of previous year turn to be “ordinary” for the next year’s run

• Probability of survival function

• Premature replacement of equipment is possible for certain processes and is calculated endogenously.

• defined by the user in the demand-related input excel file

• The technical-economic characteristics of equipment types can change over time and may vary by
scenario

• influenced by additional parameters representing perceived and hidden costs, as well as learning by doing
factors

• Choice of heat recovery/energy savings

• In industry, this represents the equipment that take advantage of waste heat derived from the industrial
processes and redirect it back to the system in order to be reused.

• In buildings, this concerns renovation of structures using insulation and energy management and control
systems, aiming at the reduction of heat losses in the building.



Price-related instruments

➢ Fuel taxation (excise taxes, VAT): increasing fuel costs

➢ Subsidies for investment: reducing capital costs of new efficient technologies

➢ Subsidies for heat recovery: reducing capital costs for heat recovery

➢ Carbon price: inserting emission costs for industrial sectors and aviation (EU-ETS paradigm)

➢ Carbon value: inserting emission costs for remaining sectors 

➢ Interest rates: influencing annuity payments of investments

Policy Drivers (1/2)



Non-price instruments

➢ Technology standards: carbon & efficiency targets for defining equipment/technology mix

➢ Fuel ban: restriction on the consumption of fuels in certain end-uses (parameter doff_f)

➢ Perceived/hidden costs: represent uncertainties or non-price barriers and is a percentage multiplied by the costs
(both investment and operational)

➢ Learning-by-Doing index (LBD): represent the reduction of capital costs of new technologies due to removal of the
uncertainties in the production process

➢ Behavioral change: car sharing and shift to public transport by increasing occupancy ratio

Non-identified policies

➢ Renewable value (RES value): virtual cost benefit of using renewable fuels, taken into account in the decisions
without receiving a subsidy

➢ Energy Efficiency value (EE value): virtual cost benefit of energy savings, taken into account in the decisions for heat
recovery without receiving a subsidy

➢ Potential: increasing the potential of renewables and other resources for fuel shifting
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• Sectors represented in the EST Demand Module:

Sectors & processes – Overview (1/4)

Demand

ResidentialIndustry Tertiary Transport

Non-Metallic 
Minerals

Paper & 
Pulp

Chemicals

Non-Ferrous 
Metals

Iron & Steel
Food, Drink 
& Tobacco

Textiles

Other 
Industries

Engineering

Services

Agriculture

Refineries

Non Energy

Passenger

Freight

Aviation



Demand Module decomposes each sector in subsectors 
following the structure of a nesting tree

• Nesting levels SA-SF

• Decisions on each nesting level

• SA is used solely for modelling reasons: in order for the 
demand sectors to run sequentially (separately) and not 
simultaneously. 

• SB-SD: activities are allocated in further sub-sectors

• SE-SF: processes or end-uses (also called supply processes) 
that correspond to a relevant equipment category meant 
to satisfy the energy demand for the calculated activity of  
SD

Sectors & processes – Overview (2/4)

Level SA
FERRO Iron & Steel
NONFER Non Ferrous
CHEM Chemicals
NMETM Non-Metallic Minerals
PAPP Paper & Pulp
FDDRTB Food,Drink, Tobacco
ENGNR Engineering
TEXTL Textiles
OTHR Other Industries
REFIN Refineries
HOU Households
NONEN Non energy
TER Tertiary
PSTRA Passenger transport (excl. aviation)
AIRTRA Air transport
FRTRA Freight transport



Concepts of substitutability and complementarity

For the allocation of activities and final energy across the levels SB-SF, EST Demand Module distinguishes between
substitutable and complementary sub-sectors and processes.

These properties concern whether the choice probability of one alternative will increase or decrease when the utility of
another alternative increases.

More specifically,

• two goods (A and B) are complementary if using more of good A requires the use of more good B

• two goods (C and D) are substitutes if using more of good C replaces the use of good D

Example:

In case of complementary goods

• Price of good A down→ quantity demanded for good A up→ demand for good B up

• Price of good A up→ quantity demanded for good A down→ demand for good B down

In case of substitute goods

• Price of good C down→ quantity demanded for good C up→ demand for good D down

• Price of good C up→ quantity demanded for good C down→ demand for good D up

Sectors & processes – Overview (3/4)
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• As a general rule: 

• Alternative processes at upper level 
are substitutable

• Processes within the production 
chain are complementary.

• Realistic representations are clearly 
necessary for well-based low and 
high-level demand projections.

HORP

MPR

PRC

PRF
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• EST Demand Module depicts industrial processes in a comparatively high level of 
detail. This is because:

• Different processes may be associated with different fuels and different energy 
requirements.

• The ability to represent different processes is crucial so as to be able to introduce 
energy efficiency improvements.

Sectors & processes – Industry (1/21)



Levels 
SB & SCIron and Steel 

Integrated
Iron and Steel 

Electric Arc

Non Ferrous 
Metals-Primary 

processing

Non Ferrous 
Metals-

Secondary 
processing

Chemicals 
Fertilisers and 

Petrochemicals

Chemicals Basic 
Chemistry 

Pharmaceuticals 
and Cosmetics

Building 
Materials 

Cement and 
Others

Building 
Material Glass 
and Ceramics

Paper Pulp and 
Printing

Food Beverages 
and Tobacco

Textile and 
Leather

Equipment 
Goods 

Industries

Other Industries
Non energy uses 

in industry
Refineries
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Sectors & processes – Industry (3/21)

Detailed representation of the iron and steel sector

• Three main choices of iron and steel production:

• Integrated Steelworks (Blast Furnace vs. Direct Reduction of Ore) vs. Electric Arc

• The use of EAFs allows steel to be made from a 100% scrap metal feedstock. This greatly reduces the 
energy required to make steel when compared with primary steelmaking from ores. 

• Endogenous decision of self-produced fuels

• coke and derived gases from coke oven plants (or cokeries)

• fuels from the market, including purchased coke, compete with coke and derived gasses produced
from cokery, comparing the price of market fuels with the unit cost of coke or derived gasses
production.



S
Electric arc furnaces are used for smelting & 
refining of steel scrap. EAFs also use iron 
scrap, pig iron & direct reduced iron to better 
control alloy content. 
1. Charge with a mixture of metal and lime
2. Melt metal & scrap using electric arcs from 

graphite electrodes. Electrodes form arc 
between them & the top layer of metal.

3. Blow with O2 to oxidize elements (e.g. 
carbon & silicon in the scrap metal.

4. Run the metal through the furnace spout 
into a ladle. 

1. Pig iron or sponge iron making from iron ores: Iron ores 
(minerals – e.g. hematite (Fe2O3) & magnetite (Fe3O4)) are 
reduced to pig iron (intermediate product – 3.7%-4.8% 
carbon content) in basic oxygen furnace or sponge iron in 
direct reduction furnace. 

2. Steelmaking: Blowing oxygen through molten pig iron 
lowers the carbon content of the alloy to 1% and changes it 
into low-carbon steel.

Activity levels SB-SC

INT -
Integrated 
Steelworks

SB-SC

EAR -
Electric 

Arc

SB-SC
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Integrated 
Steelworks

S

Pig iron

Direct Reduced Iron

Iron ores are reduced to pig iron through 
heating with coke in blast furnace. The 
coke burns in the blast of hot air to form 
CO2 and release heat. The air blown into 
the bottom of the blast furnace is heated 
using the hot waste gases from the top. Pig 
iron has a very high carbon content (3–5%), 
along with silica and other constituents of 
dross, which makes it very brittle, & not 
useful directly as a material except for 
limited applications. 

Direct-reduced iron (or sponge iron) is produced 
from the direct reduction of iron ores (in the 
form of lumps, pellets or fines) to iron by a 
reducing gas or elementary carbon produced 
from natural gas or coal. It has less carbon 
content than pig iron.

Directly reduced iron is quickly processed further 
to steel. Today, it is created by reducing iron ore 
without melting it. This makes for an energy-
efficient feedstock for specialty steel producers 
which used to rely upon scrap metal.

(Source: http://metallics.org.uk/dri/)

Activity level SD

DRE – direct 
reduction of 

ore

BOF – basic 
oxygen furnace

SD

SD
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SIN BLF RLC DRF PRE EAR MOT AIR LIG

Basic Oxygen Furnace X X X X X X

Direct Reduction of Ore X X X X X

Electric Arc X X X X X X

Common auxiliaryProduction specific

Supply processes SE-SF

Under each Iron & Steel individual process, there are sub-processes that consume energy:

• Production-specific uses

• SIN: sinter making, BLF: blast furnace, RLC: rolling and casting, DRF: direct reduction furnace, RLC: rolling and 
casting, PRE: scrap preparation, EAR: electric arc furnace

• Horizontal/common auxiliary uses

• MOT: motors, AIR: air ventilation, LIG: lighting
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SIN_BOF - Sinter 
making

BOF – basic 
oxygen furnace

BLF_BOF – Blast 
Furnace

RLC_BOF – Rolling 
and Casting

13 2

Supply processes SE-SF

DRE – direct 
reduction of ore

SIN_DRE - Sinter 
making

1DRF_DRE –
Direct reduction 

furnace

RLC_DRE – Rolling 
and Casting

2
3

EAR - Electric Arc 
Processing

PRE_EAR scrap 
preparation

1EAR_EAR –
Electricity arc 

furnace

RLC_EAR– Rolling 
and Casting

2
3

Motors & pumps

Air Ventilation

Lighting
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Source: American Iron and Steel Institute

Raw material 
preparation

Thermal & electric 
processing

Horizontal 
energy uses

Technology 
choice

Technology 
choice
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Sectors & processes – Industry (9/21)

There is one self-producing equipment in the Iron & Steel sector: the coke oven
This process generates coke, used in blast furnaces and derived gases (or coke oven gas) as by-product 
used in coke ovens or boilers and plants.



• Coke is the product derived from low-ash and low-sulfur bituminous coal called coking.

• The coal is baked in an airless kiln, a coking oven. This process vaporizes or decomposes organic
substances in the coal, driving off volatile products, including water, in the form of coal-gas and coal-tar.
The non-volatile residue of the decomposition is mostly carbon.

• Some facilities have "by-product" coking ovens in which the volatile decomposition by-products are
collected and used:

• either as fuel or chemical feedstocks in other industries after purification,

• or are burned to heat the coking ovens.

Sectors & processes – Industry (10/21)

Coke oven
Metallurgical coke

Coking coal
Derived gases/Coke oven gas

Blast furnace gas



Sectors & processes – Industry (11/21)

• Blast furnaces produce blast 
furnace gases (BFG) as a by-
product when the iron ore is 
reduced with coke. 

• low heating value and commonly 
used as a fuel within the steel 
works or in boilers and power 
plants.

• may be combined with natural gas 
or coke oven gas.

• Blast furnace and coke oven gases 
are depicted in the national energy 
balance of Turkey and is modelled 
by EST.
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Non-Ferrous Metals are considered to be the following:

• copper and its alloys;

• aluminium and its alloys;

• lead and tin;

• zinc and cadmium;

• precious metals;

• nickel and cobalt;

• carbon and graphite electrodes.

➢Primary metallurgical processes are those aimed at obtaining metals from their original ores that are
mined and then further treated, for example by washing and jigging, to reduce waste material before
they are metallurgically processed to produce crude metal. The treatment of ores is carried out close to
the mines as, increasingly, is metal production.

➢Secondary metallurgical processes utilize scrap metals, often coated with plastics, paints, used batteries
(for lead productions), oils etc., or residues from metallurgical or other processes as raw materials
(input) for their processes.

Generally, production and refining of secondary materials are less demanding in terms of energy.

Sectors & processes – Industry (13/21)
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SCSBSA SD SFSE



• The chemicals industry is an energy intensive industry and produces petrochemicals, polymers, basic inorganics,
specialties, and consumer chemicals.

• Organic and inorganic chemicals

• Petrochemicals

• Fertilizers

• Paints, inks, plastics

• Pharmaceuticals

• Cosmetics

• Organic chemicals are mostly derived from substances such as petroleum, coal, and natural gas. Examples of
organic chemicals include benzene, ethylene, formaldehyde and vinyl chloride. Petroleum-based chemicals
(petrochemicals) account for a large majority of organic chemicals. These chemicals are produced by transforming
petroleum or natural gas into more useful petrochemical "building blocks" (such as benzene, toluene, xylene,
ethylene, and propylene) and then into intermediate chemicals.

• Examples of inorganic chemicals include acids, metals, and gases; silicones, ammonia, chlorine, caustic soda,
hydrochloric acid, etc. The inorganic chemical industry deals with material and processes to create chemicals and
gases that are often referred to as ‘basic chemicals’, used in industrial processes (i.e., acids, salts, oxidizing agents,
industrial gases), in manufacturing products (i.e., pigments, dry colors); and for ultimate consumption (i.e., mineral
fertilizers, glass, and construction materials).

Sectors & processes – Industry (15/21)
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SCSBSA SD SFSE



• Non-metallic mineral products comprise of the production of cement, ceramics, glass, and lime.

• Cement products are essential for construction and civil engineering, while lime is irreplaceable for the steel
industry, as well as for construction materials, paints, plastics, and rubber.

• the production process is highly energy-intensive

• These manufacturing sectors are characterised by the transformation of naturally occurring minerals
such as limestone, silica, and clays through an energy-intensive process. The end products range from
bricks and tiles to glass and tableware.

Sectors & processes – Industry (17/21)

Sisecam facilities
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SCSB SD SFSESA



Sectors & processes – Households (1/2)



The energy services/end-uses include: 

• thermal uses

• space heating

• air conditioning

• cooking

• water heating

• lighting

• appliances 

• white appliances: laundry equipment, refrigerators, freezers and dishwashers 

• black appliances: ICT-related appliances such as TV 

• The equipment for space heating, water heating and cooking are distinguished by fuel type.

• Lighting and appliances use solely electricity, thus processes of SE & SF are identical to SD in this case.

• In space-heating there are 5 different decision-making agents according to income class. 

Sectors & processes – Households (2/2)

Space heating Water heating Cooking

Boilers (LPG, Diesel, 
Natural gas)

Boilers (LPG, Diesel, 
Natural gas)

Stoves (LPG, biomass)

Stoves (lignite, hard 
coal, biomass)

Stoves (lignite, hard 
coal, biomass)

Electricity

RES (solar, geothermal, 
heat pumps)

RES (solar, geothermal, 
heat pumps)

Gas (Natural gas)

Electricity Electricity 

District-heating District-heating

Note: In EST for Turkey, geothermal in households is assumed to be supplied only as district-heating.
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Tertiary sector includes Services and Agriculture.

• The end-uses of Services include: 

• space heating

• water heating

• air conditioning

• lighting

• electric uses

• The end-uses of Agriculture include: 

• heating (e.g. greenhouses)

• pumping & motors

• lighting

• electric uses

• The equipment for heating, water heating, pumping & motors are distinguished by fuel type. The equipment 
classification for space and water heating is the same as in the residential sector. Pumping & motors 
processes may consume diesel or electricity.

• The end-uses that consume solely electricity present common SD, SE & SF levels.

Sectors & processes – Tertiary (2/2)



Transport

Passenger

Inland 
Navigation

Private

Cars

2-wheelers

Public

Buses & 
Coaches

Tram|Metro

Rail
Slow rail

Fast rail

Freight

Inland 
Navigation

Rail

Trucks

Heavy-duty

Light-duty

Aviation

• The transport sector is distinguished between Land/Water Passenger transport,
Freight transport and Aviation.
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Sectors & processes – Transport (2/3)

• Further disaggregation in
supply processes SE and SF
according to fuel use.

• Simulation of transport sector 
with different units of 
measurement (e.g. stock in 
number of vehicles not in GW 
as in other sectors, different 
technology characteristics like 
mileage, etc.)

• Inclusion of all cutting-edge 
technologies (electric, 
hydrogen, etc.)



A special policy driver has been added in the EST model to simulate the policy instrument of technology 
standards (emission and efficiency):

• Emission standards (in gr CO2 per vehicle-km) for private cars and light-duty vehicles

• Fuel economy standards (in KWh per vehicle-km) for heavy-duty vehicles

Example: 

• Since 2015, a target of 130 grams of CO2 per kilometre applies for the EU fleet-wide average emission of 
new passenger cars. Emissions of 130 g CO2/km correspond to a fuel consumption of around 5.6 lt per 
100 km (lt/100 km) of gasoline or 4.9 l/100 km of diesel. From 2021, th EU fleet-wide average emission 
target for new cars will be 95 gr CO2/km (binding emission targets for manufacturers and importers).

• New vans registered in the EU shall not emit more than 175 grams of CO2 per kilometre by 2017. 
Emissions of 175 g CO2/km correspond to about 6.6 l/100 km of diesel fuel consumption. After 2020, 
target is 147 grams of CO2 per kilometer.

Sectors & processes – Transport (3/3)



Mathematical Structure



• The starting point of the demand module is the demand for economic activity.

• The model takes choices in discrete nodes over a nesting  decision tree

• Nested logit functions are used to allocate activity choices in each level. 8 choice levels in total exist .

• The tree starts with inelastic choices of subsectors, continues with equipment choice, ending up to technology 
choices for equipment and fuel mix:

Passenger 
Kiilometers

Private

Public

Passenger 
Cars

2 wheelers

ICE

Electric

ICE_Diesel

ICE_GAS

Ordinary 
technology

Future 
technology

Diesel Biofuel

LEVEL SB

LEVEL SC

LEVEL SD

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF

LEVEL SW – technology
choice

Fuel choice

LEVEL SE – equipment
choice

Decisions in EST Demand Module



Demand for passenger 
kilometers 

Land Water transport

Passenger Private

Passenger Public

Rail passenger

Inland navigation

Low level of substitution 
between choices

2 wheelers

Public Road transport

Metro

Fast rail

Slow rail

Passenger water

Passenger Cars

Internal Comb. Engine Cars

Electric Cars

Plug-in Hybrid Cars

H2 CarsHigh level of
substitution 
between choices

High level of substitution 
between choices

ICE gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gas

Decision trees in the transport sector: Land water transport

LEVEL SB

LEVEL SC
LEVEL SD

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF



Decision trees in the industry: Iron and steel

Demand for Ktons of 
steel

Iron & Steel

LEVEL SB-SC

LEVEL SB-SC

Iron & Steel Integrated

Electric Arc

Thermal processing

Blast Furnace

Specific electricity uses

Heat uses

Specific electricity uses

Heat uses

Direct Reduction Furnace

Electric arc

Specific electricity use

Heat uses

LEVEL SF

Thermal processing

Electric arc

Basic Oxygen Furnace

Direct Reduction of Ore

Electric Arc

LEVEL SD

LEVEL SD

LEVEL SD

LEVEL SE
Horizontal energy 

uses

Raw material preparation

Thermal and electric uses

Product finishing

Horizontal energy uses

Raw material 
preparation

Thermal and electric 
processing

Product finishing

Horizontal energy uses

Raw material processing

Thermal and electric 
processing

Product finishing

Low level of substitution 
between different 
processes



Part I: Basic principles



Level SB

• Level SB is the initial point of the model and accommodates the projections for the economic activity.

• Economic activity for each sector is based on econometric equations which take into account several 
dependent variables. The most common are:

1. Gross value added 

2. Gross domestic product

3. Household consumption expenditure

4. Population 

• At this version of the model, the estimated economic activity is given exogenously in the model as an input. All econometric 
estimations have been calculated in external files.

• The SB level includes non substitutable with each other sectors of the economy.



Level SB Sector units 2015

Iron and Steel Integrated Industry Ktons 23,800

Iron and Steel Electric Arc Industry Ktons 8,200

Non Ferrous Metals Primary processing Industry Ktons 499.78

Non Ferrous Metals Secondary processing Industry Ktons 123.00

Chemicals Fertilizers and Petrochemicals Industry USD '15 value added 5,356.6

Chemicals Basic Chemistry Pharmaceuticals and 
Cosmetics

Industry USD '15 value added 3,599.27

Building Materials Cement and Others Industry Ktons 75,637

Building Material Glass and Ceramics Industry Ktons 6,879

Paper Pulp and Printing Industry Ktons 3,215

Food Beverages and Tobacco Industry USD '15 value added 16,049

Textile and Leather Industry USD '15 value added 17,587

Equipment Goods Industries Industry USD '15 value added 21,768

Other Industries Industry USD '15 value added 53,631

Non energy uses in industry Industry USD '15 value added 41,586

Refineries Industry GWh Crude refined 241,054

SB level for industry, 
values for 2015

Level SB



Level SB Sector units 2015

Lighting in HOU Residential '000 lighting units 174,597

Black Appliances in HOU Residential '000 Appliances 40,172

White Appliances in HOU Residential '000 Appliances 66,838

Thermal uses in HOU Residential GWh useful energy 145,103

Services Tertiary GWh useful energy 92,210

Agriculture Tertiary
GWh useful energy 35,384

Land - Water passenger transport Transport Mpkm 316,548

Aviation Transport Mpkm 29,790

International freight transport Transport Mtkm 2,578,606

National freight transport Transport Mtkm 272,007

SB level for residential and 
tertiary sectors

• The target of the EST demand module is to satisfy the activity demand from each sector.
• In total, 25 sectors are found in the level SB.
• At this level of aggregation, the sectors are independent from each other. 
• Each sector can be solved separately.

Level SB



Solution method

• Each industrial sector has its own decision tree.

• Choices are made in each node and activity is distributed in every branch.

• Demand is distributed to the level SD of the decision tree

• In the last levels, specific equipment, of specific technology and vintage covers the activity demand

• The equipment fuel mix, which is also decided results to the final energy consumption.

• Three types of choice in the same problem:

➢ Choice of the equipment which will cover an increasing activity demand – new investments

➢ Choice of the operation of the available equipment on every projection year

➢ Choice of the fuel mix that is consumed on each equipment type  



From SB to SC, from SC to SD

• The first model choices have to do with the allocation of activity from the SB level to the SC level and then to SD level. 
Activity demand is distributed to subsectors. An example for Iron and Steel: 

Iron and Steel Integrated Iron and Steel Integrated

Basic Oxygen Furnace

Direct Reduction of Ore

LEVEL SB LEVEL SC
LEVEL SD

• By convention, no choices are made from the SB to SC level in the industry. The first choices are found from the level SC 
to the level SD



• An example with more sub - sector options can be seen on the Land-water transport sector:

Land Water 
transport

Passenger Private

Passenger Public

Rail passenger

Inland navigation

2 wheelers

Public Road 
transport

Metro

Fast rail

Slow rail

Passenger water

Passenger Cars

LEVEL SB

LEVEL SC LEVEL SD

From SB to SC, from SC to SD



• The allocation of activity along the nesting levels 𝑆𝐵 to 𝑆𝐷 derives from a logit model, when substitutability applies,

or a fixed ratio model, when complementarity applies.
• The logit model uses the generalized total unit cost of the lower level in order to compare the options of the higher

level. The shares from SB to SC are given by the formula:

From SB to SC

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 = 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵 ⋅
𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡


𝑠𝑐
𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡: The allocation of shares to the lower level SC

𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵: a parameter that defines the split of activity between sub-sectors

𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡: the sensitivity over the cost of the level SC

𝑃𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡: the generalized unit cost of the level SC

𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡: a calibration parameter that denotes the preference of the consumers on the base year 



• The allocation of activity-useful energy along the nesting levels 𝑆𝐵 to 𝑆𝐷 derives from a logit model,
when substitutability applies, or a fixed ratio model, when complementarity applies.

• The logit model uses the generalized total unit cost of the nesting level below to compare the options
of the higher level. The shares from SB to SC are given by the formula:

From SB to SC

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 = 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵 ⋅
𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡


𝑠𝑐
𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡

𝑃𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡: the generalized unit cost of the level SC. It is derived from the cost of the choices on the lower 
nesting level SD. It is weighted by the calculated shares of the SD options over the activity SC.



𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡: a calibration parameter that denotes the preference of the consumers on the base year. It calibrates the logit 
function on the base year and shows the preference over a specific choice despite its higher cost.

From SB to SC

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 = 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵 ⋅
𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡


𝑠𝑐
𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡

𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵: a parameter that defines the split of activity between sub-sectors. Possible values:
𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵= 1: the activity of the level SB is divided on the choices SC
𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵 = Number of choices: the activity of the level SB is transferred on all SC levels without split.  

• The allocation of activity-useful energy along the nesting levels 𝑆𝐵 to 𝑆𝐷 derives from a logit model,
when substitutability applies, or a fixed ratio model, when complementarity applies.

• The logit model uses the generalized total unit cost of the nesting level below to compare the options
of the higher level. The shares from SB to SC are given by the formula:



Cases

SB

SC1

SC21000Ktons

600Ktons

400Ktons

Case 2: 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵 =1

SB

SC1

SC21000Ktons

1000Ktons

1000Ktons

Case 1: 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵 = No. of choices

In sequence activity is transferred from the higher level (SB) to the
lower level (SC) into all choices, without split.

Activity is distributed on the choices of the lower level (SC).



Cases

SB

SC1

SC21000Ktons

600Ktons

400Ktons

SB

SC1

SC21000Ktons

600Ktons

400Ktons

Sub - Case 2.1:𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵 = 1, 𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡=0

Activities are absolutely complementary – fixed ratio model. Price
changes do not affect the ratio between sectors, which is defined
by the parameter 𝑑𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡

Activity is distributed on the choices of the lower level SC. Price changes
affect the allocation of activity (SB) between the choices (SC).

Case 2.2: 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐵 =1, 𝑔𝑆𝐵,𝑡 ≠ 0
550Ktons

450Ktons



From SB to SC

Given the shares, calculating the activity in the lower level is straightforward:

𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 = 𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡 ⋅ 𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑡

𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡: the activity of the subsector SC

𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑡: the activity of the sector SB

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐵,𝑆𝐶,𝑡: the activity share of the subsector SC to the sector SC



From SB to SC, from SC to SD

The same logit mechanism is followed when defining SD choices from the level SC.
• From this stage and onwards, the model calculates two types of shares for each option.

1. The inertia option share, which relies on the base year choices and has moderate sensitivity over
costs changes.
2. The optimum option share, which is more sensitive on price changes and is totally independent on
the base year calibration.

Passenger Private
2 wheelers

Passenger Cars

Land Water 
transport

Other passenger 
options(Public,rail,etc)

LEVEL SB

LEVEL SC

LEVEL SD



From SB to SC, from SC to SD

The same logit mechanism is followed when defining SD choices from the level SC.
• From this stage and onwards, the model calculates two types of shares for each option.

1. The inertia option share, which relies on the base year choices and has moderate sensitivity over
costs changes.
2. The optimum option share, which is more sensitive on price changes and is totally independent on
the base year calibration.

Inertia share:

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝐼𝑁𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 = 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐶 ⋅
𝑑𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔_𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑆𝐶,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐷,𝑡


𝑠𝑐
𝑑𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔_𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑆𝐶,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐷,𝑡

Optimum share:

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝑂𝑃𝑇𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 = 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑆𝐶 ⋅
𝑒−𝑔_𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑆𝐶,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐷,𝑡


𝑠𝑐
𝑒−𝑔_𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑆𝐶,𝑡⋅𝑃𝑆𝐷,𝑡

Comparison Inertia Optimum

Price 
sensitivity

Moderate High

Base year 
preferences

Yes No



From SB to SC, from SC to SD

• The actual choice share is calculated as a weighted average of the inertia and optimum shares

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 = 𝜃𝑆𝐶,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝑂𝑃𝑇𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 + (1 − 𝜃𝑆𝐶,𝑡) ⋅ 𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝐼𝑁𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐷,𝑡

𝜃𝑆𝐶,𝑡: 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠



Allocation to lower levels – the coverage of activity demand

• Levels 𝑆𝐸 and 𝑆𝐹 represent the specific processes of each sector that provide the useful energy needed 
to satisfy the activity demand of level 𝑆𝐷.

• These levels can be interpreted as the supply processes of the demand sectors. 
• For Iron & Steel sector, demand of useful energy for Basic Oxygen Furnace and Electric Arc subsectors is 

covered via the following processes of levels 𝑆𝐸 and 𝑆𝐹 :

Basic Oxygen 
Furnace

Horizontal 
energy uses

Specific 
electricity uses

Heat uses

Raw material 
preparation

Raw material 

preparation

Thermal and 
electric uses

Thermal 
processing

Blast Furnace

Product 
finishing

Product 
finishing

LEVEL SD

LEVEL SE LEVEL SF

8,200 ktons



• In the land – water transport sector(SB level), the demand for useful energy in passenger cars(SD level) is 
covered by the following vehicle types: 

Passenger 
Cars

ICE CARS

ICE Gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gasElectric cars

Plug-in hybrid
cars

H2 cars

Attention!: The SF level refers to vehicle types, not 
fuels. 

266,304 Mpkm

LEVEL SD

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF

• The vehicle technologies above compete for covering the activity demand of 266,304 Mpkm, for passenger 
cars.

Allocation to lower levels – the coverage of activity demand



From SE level and onwards, the model has to decide the coverage of activity demand. The already existing 
equipment and new investments are going to contribute to the supply process. In case of the transport 
sector, the model will have to decide:

Which equipment type mix is going to meet the 266,304 Mpkm of activity demand for passenger cars? 

The pkm demanded are covered by vehicles of specific type, technology, vintage and fuel mix.

New equipment is decided among 7 technologies:
• Technology types

ORD: Ordinary
ORI: Ordinary improved 
IMP: Improved
IMA: Improved advanced
ADV: Advanced
ADVF: Advanced future
FUT: Future

• Technologies has been classified according their costs and efficiency ratios.
• Ordinary technology is the most common technology used currently. 
• Technologies are defined by the level SW   

Allocation to lower levels – the coverage of activity demand



ICE Gasoline

ADV 2025

In our example for passenger cars, ICE vehicles of specific type and technology can contribute to new 
investments for the year 2025:

ORD 2025

New investments

Allocation to lower levels – the coverage of activity demand

ICE Diesel

ADV 2025

ORD 2025



The old equipment, purchased on past years can contribute to the coverage of the activity demand:

• The model keeps track of stock of equipment by technology type (SW) and vintage (tc).

• Dynamically the model applies rotating vintages .

• The previous year vintage becomes five year older in the next year, and all invested technologies aggregate 
to an “ordinary” technology category before running the next year. The weighted averages are used for the 
costs and efficiency ratios.

• Decommissioning of equipment follows a survival probability function.

• Premature replacement of equipment is possible when operation costs of existing equipment exceeds the 
total cost of new equipment. 

Allocation to lower levels – the coverage of activity demand

ADV 2020,

Vintage 0 years

ORD 2020,

vintage 0 years

2020 investments

ORD 2020, 
vintage 5 years

2025 downgrade of 2020 investments



ICE Gasoline

ADV 2025 gasoline

gasoline

gasolineORD 2020

In our example for passenger cars, demand can be covered in 2025 partly by ICE gasoline cars, ICE diesel 
cars, Electric cars: 

diesel

diesel

diesel

ORD 2015

ORD 2025

ORD 2020

ORI 2025

ADV 2025

gasoline dieselORD 2015

ICE Diesel

New investments

Old equipment

Allocation to lower levels – the coverage of activity demand



Bottom-up approach

• For the levels SE-SW, a bottom-up approach is going to be used for the coverage of activity demand.
• Two decisions are taken in the same time:

➢ The purchase of new equipment – new investments
➢ The equipment mix in operation

• New investments are decided under long term costs.
• The operation of existing equipment (with fixed capital vintage) is decided under short term costs.

The cost calculation in the equipment level (SF,SW,tc) is the basis for making decisions in all nesting 
levels.
Long term and short term costs must be calculated for each technology and vintage.



Fuel costs

• Before proceeding to long-term and short-term costs, fuel related costs must be calculated. For each 
equipment, of specific technology, vintage and fuel costs are defined below:

𝑆𝑇𝐶_𝐹𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑓,𝑡 = (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑓 +

𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑓 +

𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑓 +

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑓 )∙ ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝐹,𝑠𝑤,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝐶_𝐹𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑓,𝑡: the fuel cost by equipment and fuel

𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠: they refer to the degree of reluctance of the consumers to use certain fuels 

𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠: costs related to ETS pricing or other GHG price mechanism

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: non linear costs that increase as fuel consumption converges to maximum potential

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝐹,𝑠𝑤,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: the specific energy consumption for each type of equipment. (e.g. KWh per vKm)

𝑡𝑐: vintage

𝑆𝑊: technology type(ORD,ORI,….)

𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑓: fuel price including taxes and subsidies



Fuel costs

• Many fuels are available for consumption, without changing the type of the equipment. Examples:

diesel

Bio-diesel

ORD 2020

ORI 2025

ADV 2025

ORD 2015

ICE Diesel

The fuel mix – the share of each fuel  - is defined by the use of 
logit functions that take into account the total fuel costs.
The shares 𝑆𝐻_𝐹𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑓 are decided for each available fuel in the 

respective equipment. 

The weighted average of the fuel is used to determine the 
generalized fuel cost for each equipment type. 

90%

10%



Short term costs

• The short term cost is expressed per unit of demanded activity and takes into account:
• generalized fuel costs
• variable non fuel cost
• operation and maintenance costs

𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 = 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: the short term cost by equipment

𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: the proportional to the activity costs, not related to the fuel consumption

𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: the operation and maintenance costs. These are supposed to increase as the equipment gets older



Long term costs

• The long term costs take into account the short term costs, investment and other equipment perceived 
costs. 

𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 = 𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,0,𝑡 + 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ∙ 1 + 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: the long term cost by equipment

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: Total capital costs are annualized and then expressed per unit and then expressed per unit of activity. Discount rate r is used for the 
calculation

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: the virtual cost increase due to the difficulties in the use or purchase of the equipment. 
These reflect limited infrastructure, technology restrictions and the attachment of consumers to certain technologies. 

𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,0,𝑡: the short term cost by equipment.

As the long term cost is used in new investments, it is not applied to old equipment with vintage(tc) greater 
than zero.

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: dual value that increases the long term costs if GHG or efficiency standards are not met.

𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: O&M cost by equipment.



Investment

Having made a first of approximation of the costs, investment and operation decisions can be taken.

Investment: Given the long term costs, the optimum mix of equipment is calculated for covering the activity 
demand, given by the level SD. 

Passenger 
Cars

ICE CARS

ICE Gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gasElectric cars

Plug-in hybrid
cars

H2 cars

LEVEL SD

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF ORD 2025

ORI 2025

ADV 2025

FUT 2025

LEVEL SW

266,304 Mpkm

The target is to find the optimum mix 
of new equipment
in the level SW, as if no equipment is 
available. The requirement is to cover 
the activity on the level SD.



Investment

Given the long term costs on the technology level, the model calculates the activity long term shares of each 
technology  SW over the nesting tree: 
The long term shares are calculated as the weighted average of two logit functions which incorporate:

1. The inertia option share
2. The optimum option share

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝐼𝑁𝐸𝑅_LT𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 =
𝑑_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔_𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡


𝑆𝐹
𝑑_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔_𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

Inertia share:

Optimum share:

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝑂𝑃𝑇_𝐿𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 =
𝑒−𝑔_𝑜𝑝𝑡_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡


𝑆𝐹
𝑒−𝑔_𝑜𝑝𝑡_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

𝑑_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡:preference parameter

𝑔_𝑜𝑝𝑡_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡, 𝑔_𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡 :price sensitivity parameters

𝜃_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡: weights between inertia and optimum shares



Investment

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝐿𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 = 𝜃_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝑂𝑃𝑇_𝐿𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 + (1 − 𝜃_𝑙𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡) ⋅ 𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝐼𝑁𝐸𝑅_𝐿𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

The weighted  long term shares are then calculated:

Passenger 
Cars

ICE CARS

ICE Gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gasElectric cars

Plug-in hybrid
cars

H2 cars

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF ORD 2015

ORI 2015

ADV 2015

FUT 2015

LEVEL SW

266,304 Mpkm

40%

At the moment, the long term shares of technology SW are calculated given the choice on the level SF. 

20%

30%

10%

The next step is to calculate 
missing shares on the nesting 
tree

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?



Investment

Given the shares of technologies SW, the weighted average long term cost can be calculated in SF level: 

𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐸,𝑆𝐹,𝑡 =σ𝑆𝑊 𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 · 𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

By applying the same mechanism (logit functions with inertia and optimum shares), the shares under long term 
costs on the equipment level SF are calculated: 

Passenger 
Cars

ICE CARS

ICE Gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gasElectric cars

Plug-in hybrid
cars

H2 cars

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF ORD 2025

ORI 2025

ADV 2025

FUT 2025

LEVEL SW

266,304 Mpkm

40%

20%

30%

10%

In sequence, the shares on the level SE 
are eventually calculated.

70%

10%

20%

0%

55%

25%

30%



Investment

• The calculation of the activity shares for each technology gives the calculation  of the optimum stock of 
equipment, for the coverage of activity demand, as if no existing stock is available:

Passenger 
Cars

ICE CARS

ICE Gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gasElectric cars

Plug-in hybrid
cars

H2 cars

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF

266,304 pkm

70%

10%

20%

0%

38%

28.5%

33% 3,500 th. vehicles

3,000 th. vehicles

4,000 th. vehicles

Optimum stock with long 
term costs



Investment

• New investments on the equipment level SF are given by the following rule:

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 0, 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 𝑚𝑖𝑥 − 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

Equipment type 
level SF

ICE 
Gasoline
th.vehicles

ICE Diesel
th.vehicle
s

ICE GAS
th.vehicles

Optimum 
Stock(+) 3,000 3,500 4,000

Existing Stock(-) 2,938.2 3,358 4,287.34

Investments 61.8 142.0 0.0

Investments calculation

The technology mix on new investments are given by the 
logit shares already calculated by each technology type
(ADV, FUT, ORD etc.)



Operation

• Given the investments in new equipment, the model decides the mix of equipment in operation for the 
coverage of activity demand.

• All types of equipment, including survived form previous periods, compete for the coverage of activity 
demand:

Passenger 
Cars

ICE CARS

ICE Gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gasElectric cars

Plug-in hybrid
cars

H2 cars

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF

LEVEL SW

266,304 Mpkm

ORD 2025

ORI 2025

ADV 2025

FUT 2025

ORD 2020

ORD 2015



Operation

• The choice of the equipment operation is made by taking into account only short term operational costs.
• Each equipment technology cannot contribute more than its installed capacity permits.
• Capacity constraints are taken into account.
• The dual variables of the capacity constraint are added on the short term cost of each equipment.

𝑀_𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 = 𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 +𝑀_𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝑀_𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: short term costs of equipment SW and vintage tc incremented by the dual value of the capacity constraint

𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: short term costs of equipment SW and vintage tc

𝑀_𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: dual value of the capacity constraint



Operation

• The same bottom up approach is followed for the contribution of each equipment technology in total activity 
demand. 

• Logit function are used inertia and optimum shares, starting from the lowest level (SW) which refers to 
technologies:

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝐼𝑁𝐸𝑅_ST𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 =
𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔_𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝑀_𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡


𝑆𝐹
𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒

−𝑔_𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝑀_𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

Inertia share:

Optimum share:

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝑂𝑃𝑇_𝑆𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 =
𝑒−𝑔_𝑜𝑝𝑡_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝑀_𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡


𝑆𝐹
𝑒−𝑔_𝑜𝑝𝑡_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝑀_𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

𝑑_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡:preference parameter

𝑔_𝑜𝑝𝑡_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡, 𝑔_𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡 :price sensitivity parameters

𝜃_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡: weights between inertia and optimum shares



Operation

𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝑆𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 = 𝜃_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡 ⋅ 𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝑂𝑃𝑇_𝑆𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 + (1 − 𝜃_𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑡) ⋅ 𝑆𝐻_𝐴𝐶𝑇_𝐼𝑁𝐸𝑅_𝑆𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

The weighted short term shares are then calculated:

Passenger 
Cars

ICE CARS

ICE Gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gasElectric cars

Plug-in hybrid
cars

H2 cars

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF

LEVEL SW

266,304 Mpkm

ORD 2025

ORI 2025

ADV 2025

FUT 2025

ORD 2020

ORD 2015

Given the choice on the level 
SF, the short term shares on 
the SW level are calculated.
The shares take into account 
the existing capacity of the 
equipment.

40%

40%

8%

4%

6%

2%



Operation

By applying the same methodology over short term costs, it is possible to calculate the shares at all branches of 
the nesting tree. Passenger Kilometers can be then distributed in each equipment, technology and vintage:  

Passenger 
Cars

ICE CARS

ICE Gasoline

ICE diesel

ICE gasElectric cars

Plug-in hybrid
cars

H2 cars

LEVEL SE

LEVEL SF

LEVEL SW

266,304 Mpkm

ORD 2025

ORI 2025

ADV 2025

FUT 2025

ORD 2020

ORD 2015

40%

40%

8%

4%

6%

2%

40%

27.5%

31%
90%

3%

7%

0%

= 266,304·90%·40%·40%=38,347 Mpkm

= 38,347 Mpkm

= 7,669 Mpkm

= 5,752 Mpkm

= 3,834 Mpkm

= 1,917 Mpkm



Final energy

The activity calculation is the means for calculating the energy demand per equipment type: 

Activity
SF,SW,tc

tons, pkm, MWh

Energy 
Consumption

SF,SW,tc

MWh

Equipment
SF,SW,tc

MW, vehicles

Final Energy 
Consumption

Electricity

MWh

Final Energy 
Consumption 

Natural Gas

MWh

Fuel shares



Final energy

The activity calculation is the means for calculating the energy demand per equipment type: 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝐹, 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 𝑆𝑊 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑣

𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝐹, 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 𝑆𝑊 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑣

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐹, 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 𝑆𝑊 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑣

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡,𝑓 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 ⋅ ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐 ⋅ 𝑆𝐻_𝐹𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑓

𝑆𝐻_𝐹𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑓: 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝐹, 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 𝑆𝑊 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑣



Final energy

By summing the consumption in the lowest level of the nesting tree SW, final energy consumption can be calculated 
in the desirable level of aggregation.

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆𝐸,𝑓,𝑡 = 

𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡,𝑓

In the passenger cars example, this formula gives the final energy consumption for ICE vehicles.

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆𝐷 =

𝑆𝐸

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆𝐸,

This formula gives the final energy consumption for passenger cars.



Summary, so far…

•Demand for activity in high levels of 
aggregation.

•Structure of the demand tree

•Disaggregation of activity to lower levels.

ACTIVITY DEMAND

•Decision of new investments.

•Decision of equipment in operation.

•Calculation of activity on the lowest level 
of aggregation.

COVERAGE OF ACTIVITY 
DEMAND – SUPPLY 

PROCESS

•Calculation of final energy consumption 
derived from activity calculation.

FINAL ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION



Part II: Additional concepts



Introduction

The EST demand module accommodates additional features regarding the representation of the energy demand 
decisions:

• Agent heterogeneity

• GHG emissions and efficiency standards

• Subsidies and support policies

• Heat recovery investments

• Explicit representation of the Coke production process in the sector of Iron and steel



Agent heterogeneity

• Deviations in behavior can be observed in the consumption by income groups.

• In the energy demand problem, this is particularly evident in space heating and passenger cars.

• Parameters that differ by income category:

1. The discount rate, which accounts for the financial cost for purchasing a vehicle or making a 
new investment.

2. The  utilization rate of an equipment.

3. The perceived costs.



Agent heterogeneity

• In this context, the model implements heterogeneity by distinguishing agents with different 
preferences in the choice of private cars and the choice of space heating for residential sector. There 
are five agent classes in the model related to income:

Agent Classes (AG)

HIGH High income or consumption class

MED_HIGH
Medium High intermediate income or 
consumption class

MEDIUM Medium income or consumption class

LOW_MED
Low Medium intermediate income or 
consumption class

LOW Low income or consumption class

• Values for certain characteristics are differentiated across the agent classes: discount rate (𝑟𝑎), utilization rate or 
mileage (𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑎), process perceived costs (𝑝𝑐𝑎).



GHG emissions and efficiency standards

• Passenger cars and freight road vehicles contribute significantly to the overall 
emittance of CO2.

• In case of  passenger cars and freight road vehicles, the model includes policy 
tools for complying with the CO2 and efficiency standards respectively.

• This policy is applied on new investments only, not to the operating equipment.

• A standards target is defined for CO2 emissions and overall efficiency.

• If on average new investments do not comply with the standards defined, 
penalties are imposed to the options that exceed the standards target.

• Penalties are proportional to the deviation from the target. 

CO2 emissions for conventional vehicles



GHG emissions and efficiency standards

Specifically, CO2 and efficiency standards are implemented as follows:

• every equipment standard has a label - nominal performance (𝑙𝑏𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡) regarding the nature of 
the standard. 𝑆𝑡𝑛 ∈ {𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒}.

• the model calculates the weighted average label (performance) of the equipment mix at the sector 
level, and if it is higher than the targeted value of the standard (𝑠𝑡𝑛_𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐷,𝑡) the penalty 

(𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡) applies to the non-compliant equipment types.

• hence the model modifies the equipment mix until it complies at the sector level with the targeted 
value of the standard.

𝑠𝑡𝑛_𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 ⋅

𝑆𝐹

𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑆𝐹,𝑡𝑒,𝑡 ≥

𝑆𝐹

𝑙𝑏𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ⋅ 𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ⊥ 𝑀_𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 ≥ 0

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 = 𝑀_𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐷,𝑡 ⋅ max 𝑙𝑏𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑛_𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐷,𝑡, 0

𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: investment in process 𝑆𝐹 in technology 𝑆𝑊
𝑀_𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐷,𝑡: shadow value of the standard constraint
𝑙𝑏𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: nominal performance of the equipment
𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡:penalty to non compliant equipment types



GHG emissions and efficiency standards

Recall that the penalty value 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 is added on the long term cost LTC. 

𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 = 𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,0,𝑡 + 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ∙ 1 + 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

Specifically, CO2 and efficiency standards are implemented as follows:

• every equipment standard has a label - nominal performance (𝑙𝑏𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡) regarding the nature of 
the standard. 𝑆𝑡𝑛 ∈ {𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒}.

• the model calculates the weighted average label (performance) of the equipment mix at the sector 
level, and if it is higher than the targeted value of the standard (𝑠𝑡𝑛_𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑛,𝑆𝐷,𝑡) the penalty 

(𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡) applies to the non-compliant equipment types.

• hence the model modifies the equipment mix until it complies at the sector level with the targeted 
value of the standard.



Subsidies and support policies

EST model includes the options for subsidizing specific types of equipment in the technology level SW.

• Equipment subsidy is expressed as a percent of the total capital cost of the equipment.

• This portion is subtracted from the annual capital unit cost of the equipment.

• This modifies the long term cost of the equipment and makes the respective investment more 
attractive.

With this modification, the long term cost can be written as:  

𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 = 𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,0,𝑡 + 1 − 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ∙ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ∙ 1 + 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 : subsidy as a percentage of the total equipment purchase cost



Heat recovery

EST model encompasses endogenous decisions for heat recovery. 

Pillars of heat recovery:

• Industrial sectors: recovery of waste heat derived from the industrial processes 

➢ redirection to the industrial processes for reusage.

• Buildings: renovation of structures using insulation and other materials, 

➢ thus heat recovery investments aim at the reduction of heat losses in the 
buildings. 

• Energy management and control systems.

Given this definition, heat recovery applies to:

1. The heat and thermal processes in the industry.

2. Space heating for households and services.

Industrial heat pump

Energy efficient dwelling



Heat recovery

• Heat recovery is defined as the  portion on energy savings on the total energy required by an 
equipment without heat recovery.

• Heat recovery is an option that can be applied to specific equipment SF, of technology SW and 
vintage tc. The model is allowed to implement heat recovery measures to all types of equipment, 
new and old.

• For each equipment, it can be seen as an investment that reduces the fuel consumption and cost to a 
certain extent.

• The decision is taken by comparing the long term unit cost of investing in heat recovery, with the 
short term unit cost without the new investments.

• If the long - term costs are lower, the share of energy savings due to heat recovery will eventually 
increase. 

• Total energy savings cannot exceed a maximum limit. This is ranged from 15% to 50 % and depends on 
the savings potential of the process. The potential for space heating is set to 50%.



Heat recovery

Heat recovery reduces the overall energy consumption for each process:

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡,𝑓 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 ⋅ ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐 ⋅ 𝑆𝐻_𝐹𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑓 ⋅ (1 − 𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐)

𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: Share of heat recovery in the final energy of process SF, technology SW and vintage tc

As fuel consumption is reduced due to energy savings the short term cost of the equipment operation is 
also reduced. Given the investments on new equipment, energy savings make the equipment 
comparatively attractive. 

𝑆𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 = (1 − 𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑓) ⋅ 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 +

𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡



Heat recovery

In order to decide for investments in heat recovery that result into energy savings the long term cost 
must be calculated.

𝐿𝑇𝐶_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 = 1 − 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑡 ∙ 𝑢𝑛. 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑡 ∙ 1 + 𝑀_𝑃𝑂𝑇_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 ∙
ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝐿𝑇𝐶_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: long term cost of heat recovery per equipment SF, technology SW and vintage tc

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: subsidies on heat recovery equipment SF, SW, tc

𝑢𝑛. 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑡: capital unit cost on heat recovery investments 

𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: Operation and maintenance  costs for heat recovery equipment 

𝑀_𝑃𝑂𝑇_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: Shadow costs accounting for relative difficulty when approaching the maximum energy saving potential.



Heat recovery

Decision for heat recovery:

➢ Past investments in heat recovery are also included in the short term cost of the equipment.

➢ For a specific process, the model compares the long term unit cost of a heat recovery investment 
with the short term cost of the already existing equipment in operation

➢ Thus, the model decides the additional energy savings that are made every year. 

The share of heat recovery in the useful energy of the 
equipment should be calculated.

Existing 
Equipment

Heat recovery

Useful energy
SF,SW,tc



Heat recovery

The additional share of heat recovery in supply process SF, of technology SW and vintage tc is given by the formula:

𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅_𝑁𝐸𝑊𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 =
𝑒−𝑔𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝐿𝑇𝐶_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝑒−𝑔𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝐿𝑇𝐶_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑒−𝑔𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑡⋅𝑆𝑇𝐶_𝑁𝑂_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅_𝑁𝐸𝑊𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: share of additional heat recovery investments in the equipment’s useful energy

𝑔𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑡: price sensitivity over heat recovery decisions

𝐿𝑇𝐶_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 : capital unit cost on heat recovery investments 

𝑆𝑇𝐶_𝑁𝑂_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: short term cost, excluding new investments in heat recovery



Heat recovery

The calculated share is added on the already existing share of heat recovery, based on survived investments 
from previous years:  

𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 = 𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅_𝑁𝐸𝑊𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅_𝐿𝐴𝐺𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: total share of heat recovery investments in the equipment’s useful energy

𝑆𝐻_𝐻𝐸𝑅_𝐿𝐴𝐺𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: the share of heat recovery investments in the equipment’s useful energy inherited from the previous year

20% 5% 15%



Coke production process – Iron and steel 

• In the sector of Iron & Steel – Blast Furnace , fuels from the market, including purchased coke, 
compete with coke and derived gasses (DGS) produced from cokery.

• Self produced coke is primarily used in blast furnace and secondarily on other processes of iron 
and steel.

• Along with coke, derived gases are produced as a byproduct of the coke production. Along with 
coke production, derived gases are produced on a fix ratio. 

• Thus, derived gases do not have a real cost of production. Only shadow costs are found in the 
equations due to capacity constraints.

• Coke is produced by a specific equipment of specific technology(ORD, ORI, IMP…) and vintage.

Coke production plant
Coking production process diagram



Coke production process – Iron and steel 

• The cost of self produced coke reflects the cost of its production, including the return on capital 
and the fuels used in the transformation process. 

Step 1: Estimation of fuels that contribute into the coke production process for each equipment 
type. Fuels are considered substitutable and their shares are calculated with logit functions with 
inertia and optimum shares. 

Step 2: Calculation of the short term cost of producing coke by equipment, given the estimated fuel 
shares from step 1 :

𝑆𝑇𝐶_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 = 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

+ 𝑂&𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝑆𝑇𝐶_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: Short term cost of coke production of equipment SW and vintage tc

𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: total fuel costs for coke production. The fuel mix is included with the calculated shares.

𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: variable not fuel cost of equipment SW and vintage tc

𝑂&𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: O&M cost of equipment SW and vintage tc



Coke production process – Iron and steel 

Step 3: Calculation of the long term cost of producing coke by equipment.

𝐿𝑇𝐶_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡 = 𝑆𝑇𝐶_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡 + 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ∙ 1 + 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡

𝐿𝑇𝐶𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: Long term cost of coke production of equipment SW

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝐹,𝑆𝑊,𝑡: capital cost of equipment SW

𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠_𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡𝑐,𝑡: perceived cost of equipment SW

Step 4: Estimation of the shares of the coke producing equipment under long term costs. The 
calculation is made with logit functions by estimating inertia and optimum shares. 

𝑆𝐻_𝐶𝑂𝐾_𝐿𝑇𝑆𝑊,𝑡: Shares of technologies in coke production equipment under long term costs 



Coke production process – Iron and steel 

Step 5: Approximation of the cost of self produced coke, as an average of the long term cost of 
different equipment types. The cost should recover the operational and investment costs.

• The long term costs are weighted by the long term shares in new investments.

• The generation of derived gases as a byproduct should also be taken into account. These fuels 
are consumed internally in the sector of iron and steel and are used as substitutes of gases 
purchased by the market, like natural gas. 

• Thus, the opportunity cost of coke production, which is the cost the fuels that are substituted 
must be subtracted.

• The additional emission costs from consuming derived gases instead of natural gas must also be 
added. 

𝑈𝐶_𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡 =
𝑆𝑊

𝑆𝐻_𝐶𝑂𝐾_𝐿𝑇𝑆𝑊,𝑡 ∙ 𝐿𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑂𝐾𝑆𝑊,𝑡 − 𝑜𝑝_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑑_𝑒𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡

𝑈𝐶_𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡: price of auto produced coke

𝑜𝑝_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡: opportunity cost for coke production due to the non consumption of additional fuels

𝑎𝑑_𝑒𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡: additional cost when consuming derived gases instead of natural gas



Coke production process – Iron and steel 

Constraints that must be satisfied on self-produced coke and derived gases:

• Fixed ratio between coke produced and derived gases

• Coke consumption: Self-produced coke is demanded by the thermal  processes of iron and steel -
blast furnace, in the sector of iron and steel. The total production of coke from coke oven should 
be exhausted on this process, with no residuals left.

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒,𝑑𝑔𝑠 =
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑘𝑒

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑑𝑔𝑠

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑘𝑒 = 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑘𝑒,𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙 − 𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑘𝑒: Total generation of Coke

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑑𝑔𝑠: Total generation of derived gases as a by product

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒,𝑑𝑔𝑠: ratio between coke and DGS



Coke production process – Iron and steel 

Constraints that must be satisfied on self-produced coke and derived gases:

• DGS consumption: Coke production is the driver for DGS production, as they are produced on a 
fixed ratio to coke. DGS are also consumed in the processes of iron and steel sector. If there is 
residual, it is consumed on industrial CHP plants and boilers, on the power module of EST.

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐷𝐺𝑆 ≥
𝑆𝐹
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐷𝐺𝑆,𝑆𝐹

𝐷𝐺𝑆_𝑃𝑂𝑊𝐸𝑅 = 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝐷𝐺𝑆 −
𝑆𝐹
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐷𝐺𝑆,𝑆𝐹

𝐷𝐺𝑆_𝑃𝑂𝑊𝐸𝑅: Residual DGS production left to consumed in the power sector



Coke production process – Iron and steel 

Coke production

Derived gases

Blast furnace

Iron and steel

Production 
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generation



Input & Output Files



In the EST model there are 4 input Excel files through which the user can 
control the simulation (insert-modify data and assumptions):

• Common across scenarios: Commondata (“drive”:\EST\CommonData\xlsx\)

• Exogdata: This file includes exogenous data inserted in the model in the form of parameters, e.g, 
mainly historical energy consumption data per demand sector, process and fuel, as well as fuel 
blend of industrial plants (if applicable) and exogenous parameters used in the Balancing 
Module.

• Sets_EST: This file includes all sets used by the model, e.g. the set of years, the set of fuels, sets 
of all demand sectors, subsectors and processes as well as relative mappings of sectors and 
fuels.

• Scenario-specific: Inputxlsx (“drive”:\EST\Scenarios\“ScenarioName”\Inputxlsx\)

• “ScenarioName”_Input_demand

• “ScenarioName”_Input_supply

Input files – Overview



All labels for all levels are available at 
the Sets_EST.xls

Input files – Sets_EST (1/4)



Each level is mapped to the next.

Input files – Sets_EST (2/4)



• Mapping of processes with 
fuels.

Input files – Sets_EST (3/4)

Process level SF (Iron & Steel – Basic 
Oxygen Furnace - Raw Material 
preparation)



• Mapping of processes with Heat 
Recovery option.

• Maximum Heat Recovery parameter

Input files – Sets_EST (4/4)



• All data on final energy consumption per sector, sub-sector, process and per fuel (SB-
SF) for the base year.

Input files – Exogdata



Main input file: “ScenarioName”_Input_Demand

• Input file per scenario

There are 40 sheets in the Input Demand file that provide control over the input data of the EST 
model for the Demand Module. 

• Input data by the user

• macroeconomic data and activities, 

• stock and vintages

• fuel prices with and w/o taxes

• fuel potential

• policy parameters, etc.

• Modelling parameters by the modeler

• Gamma parameters for logit functions

• Parameters for the polynomial function of fuel potential

• Technology costs (capital, variable), etc.

Input files – Demand Excel File (1/30)



Sheet Macro_data contains data on:

• Macro-economic drivers
• GDP, GDP per capita, income, population

• Activities/Useful energy of sectors in level 
SB-SF

EST Demand Module requires activity data in 
order to calculate the final energy demand.

1. econometric formula inside GAMS model 
(currently inactive) for the calculation of 
activity at level SB – GDP per capita and 
income per capita as input

2. activity at level SB as direct input

• Values on activities for levels SC-SF are 
inserted as index for complementarity and 
substitutability.

• Calculation of stock data

Input files – Demand Excel File (2/30)



• This sheet is linked with Exogdata file.

• Used for the calculation of heat rates (final energy consumption per unit of activity)

Input files – Demand Excel File (3/30)



• This sheet contains the stock of equipment (in GW or number of vehicles) per process 
SF as well as the lifetime and vintages of stock.

Input files – Demand Excel File (4/30)



• Policy drivers

• carbon price  for industrial and power 
sectors

• carbon value for remaining sectors

• renewable (RES) value: fuel switching to 
RES fuels (in USD per KWh)

• energy efficiency (EE) value: boosting 
energy savings (in USD per KWh)

• Fuel blending parameters for clean fuels

• value and parameters for the calculation 
of the macroeconomic drivers’ elasticity in 
econometric function of EST Demand 
Module.

Input files – Demand Excel File (5/30)



• carbon price for industrial and power sectors
• inserting emission costs – simulation of market price in case of ETS system

• What is Carbon Leakage;

• Carbon leakage refers to the situation that may occur if, for reasons of costs related to climate policies, businesses
were to transfer production to other countries with laxer emission constraints. This could lead to an increase in their
total emissions.

• carbon leakage parameter: represents the percentage of CO2 emissions per sector that will be billed. The rest are free
emission allowances (protection of “vulnerable” sectors from carbon leakage and competition). The parameter
Carbon Leakage is used in EST Supply Module for the partial exemption of industrial CHP plants and boilers per
industrial sector and is multiplied with the CarbonPriceInd parameter.

Input files – Demand Excel File (6/30)
Demand side

Supply side



• The parameter Carbonpricing is used in EST Demand Module for the partial exemption of industrial processes 
per industrial sector and of aviation and is multiplied with the CarbonPriceETS parameter.

• It is the equivalent parameter of Carbon Leakage, but for Demand Module sectors.

• It includes the percentage of non-free allocation of allowances to the industrial sectors that participate in the 
ETS per process, as compensation for the risk of carbon leakage. Installations in sectors and sub-sectors 
deemed to be exposed to a significant risk of ‘carbon leakage’ receive special treatment to support their 
competitiveness. 

Input files – Demand Excel File (7/30)

Only 70% of the CO2 
emissions will be 
charged with carbon 
price in 2025 for the 
process of Blast 
Furnace in Iron & 
Steel sector – 30% 
free allowances.



• EST model allows the user to denote the 
proportion of CO2 emissions of a process 
that are included in the ETS (values 0 to 
1).

• This is how the carbon price is calculated 
for each process:

Carbon Price x ETSsplit x CarbonPricing

Input files – Demand Excel File (8/30)



• The parameter doff is defined for:

• all levels and fuels (doff_f), 

• all levels, technologies and vintages (doff_SF_tc).

• It is used widely in the Demand Module as a non-
existence indicator.

• For example doff_f maps fuels to processes.  A 
value of 1 indicates that the specific fuel is not 
allowed for a certain process.

• Used as policy driver in case of fuel ban.

Input files – Demand Excel File (9/30)



doff_SF_tc is used so as to prohibit the use of certain technologies and processes before a certain year

• A value of doff_sf_tc equal to 1 means that the process is not allowed or the technology not available. The parameter
doff does not allow for technologies other than the ordinary to be used in 2015.

• e.g. in Iron and Steel industry the Direct Reduction of Ore option is not available before 2040. Do you have any
knowledge whether this technology will be inserted in Iron & Steel sector of Turkey and by which year?

Input files – Demand Excel File (10/30)

Technology type

Vintage

Year



• This sheet allows the user to 
denote if premature replacement 
of equipment per process, 
technology and vintage is allowed

• value 1 for existing possibility

• value 0 for no possibility of 
premature replacement

Input files – Demand Excel File (11/30)



Emission factors for the different fuels are inserted in this sheet.

Input files – Demand Excel File (12/30)



• This sheet includes pre-tax prices of imported or domestically produced fuels, transport
costs, mark-ups, additional costs for biomass and hydrogen, excise tax and VAT in % .

Input files – Demand Excel File (13/30)



This sheet contains all techno-economic characteristics of the processes of level SF, such as:

• heat rates (final energy per unit of activity)

• Variable and O&M costs that could be dynamic (growth rate of O&M costs), capital costs

• Utilization rates, lifetime & efficiency factors per technology

• occupancy rates, mileage, range of penalty (applicable only for transport)

• Parameters for probability of survival function

Input files – Demand Excel File (14/30)



• This sheet includes the learning-by-doing parameters
• floor cost: value of parameter indicating the floor value of the LBD (lowest possible reduction of capital cost relative to the ordinary 

technology, considered as a technology potential) 

• inflection year: number of years after 2015 required to reach inflection point of the LBD logistic curve (technology maturity)

• speed of learning: value of parameter denoting speed of LBD towards the floor value.

• The LBD factor represents the removal of uncertainties regarding the production of new technologies, via a 
learning-by-doing process. LBD parameter is directly multiplied with the capital cost of equipment, thus 
reducing investment costs and assisting the increase of investments in new technologies.

Input files – Demand Excel File (15/30)



This sheet includes the parameters of heat 
recovery

• coefficients of the polynomial function of 
heat recovery potential,

• gamma parameters of logit function

• investment costs of heat recovery 
equipment,

• operation & maintenance costs,

• perceived costs & subsidies, 

• lifetime of equipment.

Input files – Demand Excel File (16/30)



• Coefficients (inserted by the modeller) to reflect the increasing costs due to resource 
exhaustion are defined at level SB (sector level) and by fuel.

Input files – Demand Excel File (17/30)



• Assumptions on the trend of improvement of the efficiency of ordinary technology,
which is defined exogenously. The value of exo_effi_ORD is applied in ORD technology
categories in the Module during runtime.

Input files – Demand Excel File (18/30)



Data on Self-Producing Equipment (coke ovens)

• Techno-economic data (heat rate, lifetime, costs, output ratio, stock in base year, survival parameters, etc.)

• Off-technology choice

Input files – Demand Excel File (19/30)



• Data on interest rates, utilization factors and population shares per agent. 

• Transport-specific policy drivers: carbon standards for private cars and light-duty 
vehicles and efficiency standards for heavy duty vehicles.

Input files – Demand Excel File (20/30)



• This sheet allows the user to include subsidies for equipment of processes per
technology type.

• It is expressed in % and reduces the capital costs.

Input files – Demand Excel File (21/30)



EST includes also policies aiming at the removal of uncertainties or
non-price market barriers associated with the penetration and use of
new technologies or fuels.

What are the market barriers?

Economic, technological, regulatory , behavioural factors that obstruct
or limit the penetration of new emerging technologies in the market,
such as

• technical maturity – high costs

• limited or no related infrastructure

• Social acceptance – consumer awareness and reluctance to support
commercialisation (e.g. range anxiety or infrastructure risk for
electric cars)

• Consumers do not always decide on pure economic grounds

All these factors represent intangible/hidden costs which
make an option even less attractive.

Input files – Demand Excel File (22/30)



• The agent perceived or hidden costs represent market barriers, including the uncertainties of a consumer
towards emerging technologies of equipment.

• This parameter represents the perceived costs of equipment by process and agent and is used in the
calculation of long term costs (investment). By reducing the perceived costs of equipment or fuels in
time the user has the ability to promote investments in new technologies.

Input files – Demand Excel File (23/30)



• The fuel perceived or hidden costs represent the uncertainties of a consumer towards emerging
fuels in terms of their supply and quality.

• This parameter represents the perceived cost of a fuel’s consumption and is inserted in the
calculation of long term costs (investments). By reducing the perceived costs of equipment or
fuels in time the user has the ability to promote the consumption of emerging fuels.

• SA_hide_f is included in the Sets_EST file and defines the sectors were hidden costs are allowed.

Input files – Demand Excel File (24/30)

e.g. the perceived fuel costs 
for Biomass and Clean Gas are 
increased here by 20% & 100% 
respectively.  As a result the 
short term marginal cost and 
the O&M costs are also 
increased.



This sheet includes the perceived costs of coke ovens by technology type.

Input files – Demand Excel File (25/30)



• This sheet includes potential limitation of fuels for every projection year.

• Some of the fuels may have a limited availability potential, e.g. biomass, waste, solar or geothermal, meaning
a significant risk of exhaustion exists. The model takes into account the cost impact of potential exhaustion.

• The parameter Potential is used also for fuel shifting (applicable for RES), e.g. increasing the potential in a
process SF will permit the use of bio-energy over conventional fossil fuels.

Input files – Demand Excel File (26/30)



• The value of the parameter ThetaOptimum is available for both short term & long term at all levels & per agent, for
processes where agent heterogeneity applies.

• By increasing ThetaOptimum, optimum shares receive an increased weight, shifting final shares towards the optimum mix,
as this is defined by costs.

• It is set exogenously by the user. Currently, it has been set based on experience from PRIMES.

Input files – Demand Excel File (27/30)



• The parameters Gamma and GammaOptimum of the logit functions reflect the price sensitivity over the
choice made and are provided in the “ScenarioName”_Input_Demand file.

• Values used are set from modelling experience from PRIMES.

• General principle: for the same process, gamma optimum value is always greater or equal to gamma value,
meaning in the future choices will more sensitive to the price.

Input files – Demand Excel File (28/30)



• Scale parameters of the inertia logit functions are defined separately by level in the respective sheets in input 
Demand file, used for the calculation of:

• the inertia share of the lower nesting level in the activity of the upper nesting level (applicable for SB-SD),

• the choice of equipment type mix SF in the aggregate supply processes of level SE, used for decision making of investments 
(long-term costs) and operation (short-term costs). 

• fuel’s share per process and year, applied to all technology categories and vintages.

• The parameters in the levels SE-SF is agent-specific.

• Values correspond to 1/substitutability index.

Input files – Demand Excel File (29/30)



• Data on Sectoral Value Added used for reporting reasons in Output Final 
Report.

Input files – Demand Excel File (30/30)



In the EST model there are 2 output Excel files from which the user can draw 
information on the results of a scenario:

• in report format: FinalReport_“ScenarioName”. Indicative contents:

• Scenario assumptions, e.g. macroeconomic drivers, international fuel prices, key policy drivers etc.

• Indicators, e.g. carbon intensity of GDP, primary energy savings, RES share per sector, import dependency, etc.

• Key energy results, e.g. primary energy production per fuel type, average electricity price, etc.

• Key economic results for end-use sectors, e.g.  capital, non-fuel and fuel costs, emission and energy taxation 
costs, etc. 

• Activity, relevant fuel consumption, investment expenditure and stock per sector and process

• Power, heat and steam generation data (fuel consumption, costs, indicators etc.) per plant type (utility 
power plants, industrial CHP plants and boilers, district heating, etc.) 

• Data on bioenergy demand and supply per fuel and feedstock

• in database format: “ScenarioName”_db

Output files – Overview



Thank you for your attention!


